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We present an algorithm for propagating updates with information theoreti se urity that propagates an update in time logarithmi
in the number of repli as and linear in the number of orrupt repli as.
We prove a mat hing lower bound for this problem.

Abstra t.

I annot tell how the truth may be; I say the tale as 'twas said to
me. {Sir Walter S ott

1 Introdu tion
In this paper, we onsider the problem of se ure information dissemination with
information theoreti guarantees. The system we onsider onsists of a set of
repli a servers that store opies of some information, e.g., a le. A on ern
of deploying repli ation over large s ale, highly de entralized networks is that
some threshold of the repli as may be ome (undete tably) orrupt. Prote tion
by means of ryptographi signatures on the data might be voided if the orruption is the a tion of an internal intruder, might be impossible if data is generated
by low powered devi es, e.g., repli ated sensors, or might simply be too ostly to
employ. The hallenge we ta kle in this work is to spread updates to the stored
information in this system eÆ iently and with un onditional se urity, while preventing orrupted information from ontaminating good repli as. Our model is
relevant for appli ations that employ a lient-server paradigm with repli ation
by the servers, for example distributed databases and quorum-systems.
More spe i ally, our problem setting is as follows. Our system onsists of
n repli a servers, of whi h stri tly less than a threshold b may be arbitrarily
orrupt; the rest are good repli as. We require that ea h pair of good servers is
onne ted by an authenti ated, reliable, non-malleable ommuni ation hannel.
In order to be able to distinguish orre t updates from orrupted (spurious)
ones, we postulate that ea h update is initially input to an initial set of good
repli as, where is at least b, the presumed threshold on the possible number
of orrupt repli as. In a lient-server paradigm, this means that the lient's
proto ol for submitting an update to the servers addresses all the repli as in the
initial set. The initial set is not known apriori, nor is it known to the repli as
themselves at the outset of the proto ol, or even during the proto ol. Multiple
updates are being ontinuously introdu ed to randomly designated initial sets,

and the di usion of multiple updates a tually o urs simultaneously. This is done
by pa king several updates in ea h message. Be ause we work with information
theoreti se urity, the only riterion by whi h an update is a epted through
di usion by a good repli a is when b di erent repli as independently vou h for
its vera ity. It should be stressed that we do not employ ryptographi primitives
that are onditioned on any intra tability assumptions, and hen e, our model is
the full Byzantine model without signatures.
The problem of se ure information dissemination in a full Byzantine environment was initiated in [MMR99℄ and further explored in [MRRS01℄. Be ause of
the need to a hieve information theoreti se urity, the only method to as ertain
the vera ity of updates is by repli ation. Consequently, those works operated
with the following underlying prin iple: A repli a is initially a tive for an update if it is input to it, and otherwise it is passive. A tive repli as parti ipate in
a di usion proto ol to disseminate updates to passive repli as. A passive repli a
be omes a tive when it re eives an update dire tly from b di erent sour es, and
onsequently be omes a tive in its di usion. For reasons that will be ome lear
below, we all all algorithms taking this approa h onservative. More formally:

De nition 1. A di usion algorithm in whi h a good repli a p sends an update u
to another repli a q only if p is sure of the update's vera ity is alled onservative.
In ontrast, we all non- onservative algorithms liberal. Conservative algorithms are signi antly limited in their performan e. To illustrate this, we need
to informally establish some terminology. First, for the purpose of analysis, we
on eive of propagation proto ols as progressing in syn hronous rounds, though
in pra ti e, the rounds need not o ur in syn hrony. Further, for simpli ity, we
assume that in ea h round a good repli a an send out at most one message
(i.e., the Fan-out, F out , is one); more detailed treatment an relate to F out as
an additional parameter. The two performan e measures introdu ed in [MMR99℄
are as follows (pre ise de nitions are given in the body of the paper):

{ Let Delay denote the expe ted number of ommuni ation rounds from when
an update is input to the system and until it rea hes all the repli as;

{ Let Fan-in (F in ) denote the expe ted maximum number of messages re eived

by any repli a from good repli as in a round (intuitively, the F in measures
the \load" on repli as).

In [MMR99℄ a lower bound is shown on onservative algorithms of Delay 
1
((nb= )1 b ). This linear lower bound is dis ouraging, espe ially ompared with the ost of epidemi -style di usion of updates in benign-failure
environments1 , whi h has Delay  F in = O(log n). Su h eÆ ient di usion would
have been possible in a Byzantine setting if signatures were utilized to distinguish orre t from spurious updates, but as already dis ussed, deploying digital
signatures is ruled out in our setting. It appears that the advantages a hieved
by avoiding digital signatures ome at a grave pri e.

F in =

1

In epidemi -style di usion we refer to a method whereby in ea h round, ea h a tive
repli a hooses a target repli a independently at random and sends to it the update.

Fortunately, in this paper we propose an approa h for di usion in full Byzantine settings that is able to ir umvent the predi tions of [MMR99℄ using a fundamentally di erent approa h. Our proposed liberal algorithm has Delay  F in =
O(b + log n) and enjoys the same simpli ity of epidemi -style propagation. The
main pri e paid is in the size of messages used in the proto ol. Although previous
analyses ignored the size of messages, we note that our method requires additional ommuni ation spa e of nO(log(b+log n)) per message. In terms of delay, we
prove our algorithm optimal by showing a general lower bound of (b n n +log n )
on the delay for the problem model.
Our liberal approa h works as follows. As before, a repli a starts the proto ol
as a tive if it re eives an update as input. Other repli as start as passive. A tive
repli as send opies of the update to other repli as at random. When a passive
repli a re eives a opy of an update through another repli a, it be omes hesitant for this update. A hesitant repli a sends opies of the update, along with
information about the paths it was re eived from, to randomly hosen repli as.
Finally, when a repli a re eives opies of an update over b vertex-disjoint paths,
it believes its vera ity, and be omes a tive for it.
It should rst be noted that this method does not allow orrupt updates to
be a epted by good repli as. Intuitively, this is be ause when an update rea hes
a good repli a, the last orrupt repli a it passed through is orre tly expressed in
its path. Therefore, a spurious update annot rea h a good repli a over b disjoint
paths.
It is left to analyze the di usion time and message omplexity in urred by
the propagation of these paths. Here, are should be taken. Sin e we show that
a lower bound of (b n n + log n ) holds on the delay, then if path-lengthening
pro eeds un ontrolled throughout the algorithm, then messages might arry up
to O(bb ) paths. For a large b, this would be intolerable, and also too large to
sear h for disjoint paths at the re eivers. Another alternative that would be
tempting is to try to des ribe the paths more on isely by simply des ribing the
graph that they form, having at most O(nb) edges. Here, the problem is that
orrupt repli as an in fa t reate spurious updates that appear to propagate
along b vertex-disjoint paths in the graph, despite the fa t that there were no
su h paths in the di usion.
Our solution is to limit all paths to length log nb . That is, a repli a that
re eives an update over a path of length log nb does not ontinue to further propagate this path. Nevertheless, we let the propagation pro ess run for O(b +log nb )
rounds, during whi h paths shorter than log nb ontinue to lengthen. This proess generates a dense olle tion of limited length paths. Intuitively, the di usion
pro ess then evolves in two stages.
1. First, the di usion of updates from the a tive starting points is arried
as an independent epidemi -style pro ess, so ea h one of the a tive repli as
establishes a group of hesitant repli as to a vi inity of logarithmi diameter.
2. Ea h log-diameter vi inity of a tive repli as now dire tly targets (i.e., with
paths of length 1) the remaining graph. With areful analyses it is shown
that it takes additional O(b) rounds for ea h repli a to be targeted dire tly

by some node from b out of the
disjoint paths.

disjoint vi inities of a tive repli as, over b

Throughout
the proto ol, ea h repli a di uses information about up to O((b+
n
log nb )log b ) di erent paths, whi h is the spa e overhead on the ommuni ation.

1.1 Related work
Di usion is a fundamental me hanism for driving repli ated data to a onsistent
state in a highly de entralized system. Our work optimizes di usion proto ols in
systems where arbitrary failures are a on ern, and may form a basis of solutions
for disseminating riti al information in this setting.
The study of Byzantine di usion was initiated in [MMR99℄. That work established a lower bound for onservative algorithms, and presented a family
of nearly optimal onservative proto ols. Our work is similar to the approa h
taken in [MMR99℄ in its use of epidemi -style propagation, and onsequently
in its probabilisti guarantees. It also enjoys similar simpli ity of deployment,
espe ially in real-life systems where partially-overlapping universes of repli as
exist for di erent data obje ts, and the propagation s heme needs to handle
multiple updates to di erent obje ts simultaneously. The proto ols of [MMR99℄
were further improved, and indeed, the lower bound of [MMR99℄ ir umvented
to some extent, in [MRRS01℄, but their general worst ase remained the same.
The fundamental distin tion between our work and the above works is in
the liberal approa h we take. With liberal approa h, we are able to ompletely
ir umvent the lower bound of [MMR99℄, albeit at the ost of in reased message
size. An additional advantage of liberal methods is that in prin iple, they an
provide update di usion in any b- onne ted graph (though some topologies may
in rease the delay of di usion), whereas the onservative approa h might simply
fail to di use updates if the network is not fully onne ted. The investigation
of se ure information di usion in various network topologies is not pursued further in this paper however, and is a topi of our ongoing resear h. The main
advantage of the onservative approa h is that spurious updates generated by
orrupt repli as annot ause good repli as to send messages ontaining them;
they may however in i t load on the good repli as in storage and in re eiving
and pro essing these updates. Hen e, means for onstraining the load indu ed
by orrupt repli as must exist in both approa hes.
While working on this paper, we learned that our liberal approa h to seure information di usion has been independently investigated by Minsky and
S hneider [MS01℄. Their di usion algorithms use age to de ide whi h updates
to keep and whi h to dis ard, in ontrast to our approa h whi h dis ards based
on the length of the path an update has traversed. Also, in the algorithms of
[MS01℄, repli as pull updates, rather than push messages to other repli as, in
order to limit the ability of orrupt hosts to inje t bogus paths into the system.
Simulation experiments are used in [MS01℄ to gain insight into the performan e
of those proto ols; a losed-form analysis was sought by Minsky and S hneider
but ould not be obtained. Our work provides the foundations needed to analyze

liberal di usion methods, provides general lower bounds, and proves optimality
of the proto ol we present.
Prior to the above works, previous work on update di usion fo used on systems that an su er benign failures only. Notably, Demers et al. [DGH+87℄
performed a detailed study of epidemi algorithms for the benign setting, in
whi h ea h update is initially known at a single repli a and must be di used to
all repli as with minimal traÆ overhead. One of the algorithms they studied, alled anti-entropy and apparently initially proposed in [BLNS82℄, was
adopted in Xerox's Clearinghouse proje t (see [DGH+87℄) and the Ensemble
system [BHO+99℄. Similar ideas also underly IP-Multi ast [Dee89℄ and MUSE
(for USENET News propagation) [LOM94℄. The algorithms studied here for
Byzantine environments behave fundamentally di erently from any of the above
settings where the system exhibits benign failures only.
Prior studies of update di usion in distributed systems that an su er Byzantine failures have fo used on single-sour e broad ast proto ols that provide reliable ommuni ation to repli as and repli a agreement on the broad ast value
(e.g., [LSP82,DS83,BT85,MR97℄), sometimes with additional ordering guarantees on the delivery of updates from di erent sour es
(e.g., [Rei94,CASD95,MM95,KMM98,CL99℄). The problem that we onsider here
is di erent from these works in the following ways. First, in these prior works, it
is assumed that one repli a begins with ea h update, and that this repli a may
be faulty|in whi h ase the good repli as an agree on an arbitrary update. In
ontrast, in our s enario we assume that at least a threshold  b of good replias begin with ea h update, and that only these updates (and no arbitrary ones)
an be a epted by good repli as. Se ond, these prior works fo us on reliability,
i.e., guaranteeing that all good repli as (or all good repli as in some agreed-upon
subset of repli as) re eive the update. Our proto ols di use ea h update to all
good repli as only with some probability that is determined by the number of
rounds for whi h the update is propagated before it is dis arded. Our goal is to
devise di usion algorithms that are eÆ ient in the number of rounds until the
update is expe ted to be di used globally and the load imposed on ea h repli a
as measured by the number of messages it re eives in ea h round.

2 Preliminaries
Following the system model of [MMR99℄, our system onsists of a universe S of n
repli as to whi h updates are input. Stri tly less than some known threshold b of
the repli as ould be orrupt; a orrupt repli a an deviate from its spe i ation
arbitrarily (Byzantine failures). Repli as that always satisfy their spe i ations
are good. We do not allow the use of digital signatures by repli as, and hen e,
our model is the full information-theoreti Byzantine model.
Repli as an ommuni ate via a ompletely onne ted point-to-point network. Communi ation hannels between good repli as are reliable and authenti ated, in the sense that a good repli a pi re eives a message on the ommuni-

ation hannel from another good repli a pj if and only if pj sent that message
to pi .
Our work is on erned with the di usion of updates among the repli as.
Ea h update u is introdu ed to an initial set Iu ontaining at least  b good
repli as, and is then di used to other repli as via message passing. Repli as in Iu
are onsidered a tive for u. The goal of a di usion algorithm is to make all good
repli as a tive for u, where a repli a p is a tive for u only if it an guarantee its
vera ity.
Our di usion proto ols pro eed in syn hronous rounds. For simpli ity, we
assume that ea h update arrives at ea h repli a in Iu simultaneously, i.e., in the
same round at ea h repli a in Iu . This assumption is made purely for simpli ity
and does not impa t on either the orre tness or the speed of our proto ol. In
ea h round, ea h repli a sele ts one other repli a to whi h it sends information
about updates as pres ribed by the di usion proto ol. That is, the Fan-out, F out ,
is assumed to be 1.2 A repli a re eives and pro esses all the messages sent to it
in a round before the next round starts.
We onsider the following three measures of quality for di usion proto ols:

Delay: For ea h update, the delay is the worst- ase expe ted number of rounds

from the time the update is introdu ed to the system until all good repli as
are a tive for update. Formally, let u be the round number in whi h update
u is introdu ed to the system, and let pu be the round in whi h a good
repli a p be omes a tive for update u. The delay is E [maxp;C fpu g u ℄,
where the expe tation is over the random hoi es of the algorithm and the
maximization is over good repli as p, all failure on gurations C ontaining
fewer than b failures, and all behaviors of those orrupt repli as. In parti ular,
maxp;C fpu g is rea hed when the orrupt repli as send no updates, and our
delay analysis applies to this ase.
Fan-in: The fan-in measure, denoted by F in , is the expe ted maximum number of messages that any good repli a re eives in a single round from good
repli as under all possible failure s enarios. Formally, let ip be the number of
messages re eived in round i by repli a p from good repli as. Then the fan-in
in round i is E [maxp;C fip g℄, where the maximum is taken with respe t to
all good repli as p and all failure on gurations C ontaining fewer than b
failures. Amortized fan-in is the expe ted maximum number of messages reeived over multiple rounds, normalized by the numberPof rounds. Formally,
k i
a k -amortized fan-in starting at round l is E [maxp;C f li+
=l p =k g℄. We emphasize that fan-in and amortized fan-in are measures only for messages from
good repli as.
Communi ation omplexity: The maximum amount of information pertaining to a spe i update, that was sent by a good repli a in a single message.
The maximum is taken on all the messages sent (in any round), and with
respe t to all good repli as and all failure on gurations C ontaining fewer
than b failures.
2
We ould expand the treatment here to relate to F out as a parameter, but hose not
to do so for simpli ity.

Note that what interests us is the expe ted value of the measures. When we
make statements of the type "within an expe ted f (r) rounds, P (r)" (for some
predi ate P , and fun tion f ), we mean that if we de ne X as a random variable
that measures the time until P (r) is true then E (X ) = f (r).
The following bound presents an inherent tradeo between delay and fanin for onservative di usion methods (De nition 1), when the initial set Iu is
arbitrarily designated:

Theorem 1 ([MMR99℄). Let there be a onservative di usion algorithm. Denote by D the algorithm's delay, and by F in its D-amortized fan-in. Then
DF in = (bn= ), for b  2 log n.
One ontribution of the present work is to show that the lower bound of
Theorem 1 for onservative di usion algorithms, does not hold on e ina tive
repli as are allowed to parti ipate in the di usion.

3 Lower Bounds
In this se tion we present lower bounds whi h apply to any di usion method in
our setting. Our main theorem sets a lower bound on the delay. It states that
the propagation time is related linearly to the number of orrupt repli as and
logarithmi ally to the total number of repli as.
We start by showing the relation between the delay and the number of orrupt
players.

Lemma 1. Let there be any di usion algorithm in our setting. Let
the algorithm's delay. Then D = (b n n ).

D denote

Proof. Sin e it is possible that there are b 1 orrupt repli as, ea h good repli a
who did not re eive the update initially as input must be targeted dire tly by
at least b di erent other repli as, as otherwise orrupt repli as an ause it
to a ept an invalid update. Sin e only repli as re eive the update initially,
at least b(n
) dire t messages must be sent. As Fout = 1 and there are n
repli as, at most n messages are sent in ea h round. Therefore it takes at least
b n n rounds to have b(n ) dire t messages sent.
We now show the relationship of the delay to the number of repli as.

Lemma 2. Let there be any di usion algorithm in our setting. Let
the algorithm's delay. Then D = (log n ).

D denote

Proof. Ea h repli a has to re eive a opy of the update. Sin e Fout = 1, the

number of repli as who re eive the update up to round t is at most twi e the
number of repli as who re eived the update up to round t 1. Therefore at the
nal round tend , when all repli as re eived the update, we have that 2tend = n
or tend = log n .

The following theorem immediately follows from the previous two lemmas:

Theorem 2. Let there be any di usion algorithm in our setting. Let D denote
the algorithm's delay. Then D = (b n n + log n ).


>

n as otherwise the
2
n
di usion problem is relatively simple. In parti ular, if
, then we an use
2
the algorithm of [MMR99℄ to yield delay of O(b), whi h is optimal for F out = 1.
When  n our lower bound is equal to (b + log n ), whi h is met by the

Remark 1. We will deal primarily in the ase where
2

propagation algorithm presented below.

Remark 2. We note that in order for an update to propagate su essfully we

must have that > b. From this, it immediately follows that b < n2 . However,
below we shall have a tighter onstraint on b that stems from our di usion
method. We note that throughout this paper no attempt is made to optimize
onstants.

4 The propagation algorithm
In this se tion we present an optimal propagation algorithm that mat hes the
lower bound shown in se tion 3.
In our proto ol, ea h repli a an be in one of three states for a parti ular
update: passive, hesitant or a tive. Ea h repli a starts o either in the a tive
state, if it re eives the update initially as input, or (otherwise) in the passive
state. In ea h round, the a tions performed by a repli a are determined by its
state. The algorithm performed in a round on erning a parti ular update is as
follows:

{ An a tive repli a hooses a random repli a and sends the update to it. (Com-

pared with the a tions of hesitant repli as below, the la k of any paths atta hed to the update onveys the repli a's belief in the update's vera ity.)
{ A passive or hesitant repli a p that re eives the update from q, with various
(possibly empty) path des riptions atta hed, appends q to the end of ea h
path and saves the paths. If p was passive, it be omes hesitant.
{ A hesitant repli a hooses a random repli a and sends to it all vertex-minimal
paths of length < log nb over whi h the update was re eived.
{ A hesitant repli a that has b vertex disjoint paths for the update be omes
a tive.
A ouple of things are worth noting here. First, it should be lear that the algorithm above exe utes simultaneously for all on urrently propagating updates.
Se ond, any parti ular update is propagated by repli as for a limited number of
rounds. The purpose of the analysis in the rest of the paper is to determine the
number of rounds needed for the full propagation of an update. Finally, some

optimizations are possible. For example, a hesitant repli a p that has b vertex
disjoint paths passing through a single vertex q (i.e., disjoint between q and p)
an unify the paths to be equivalent to a dire t ommuni ation from the vertex
q.
We now prove that our algorithm is orre t.

Lemma 3. If a good repli a be omes a tive for an update then the update was
initially input to a good repli a.
Proof. There are two possible ways in whi h a good repli a an be ome a tive for
an update. The rst possibility is when the repli a re eives the update initially
as input. In this ase the laim ertainly holds.
The se ond possibility is when the repli a re eives the update over b vertex
disjoint paths. We say that a orrupt repli a ontrols a path if it is the last
orrupt repli a in the path. Note that for any invalid update whi h was generated
by orrupt repli a(s), there is exa tly one orrupt repli a ontrolling any path
(sin e by de nition the update was reated by the orrupt repli as). Sin e good
repli as follow the proto ol and do not hange the path(s) they re eived, the
orrupt ontrolling repli a will not be removed from any path by any subsequent
good repli a re eiving the update. As there are less than b orrupt repli as and
the paths are vertex disjoint there are less than b su h paths. As a good repli a
be omes a tive for an update when it re eives the update over b disjoint paths,
at least one of the paths has only good repli as in it. Therefore the update was
input to a good repli a.
The rest of this paper will prove the onverse dire tion. If an update was
initially input to  b good repli as then within a relatively small number of
rounds, all good repli as will re eive the update with high probability.

5 Performan e analysis
In this se tion, we pro eed to analyze the performan e of our algorithm. Our
treatment is based on a ommuni ation graph that gradually evolves in the
exe ution. We introdu e some notation to be used in the analysis below. At
every round r, the ommuni ation graph Gr = (V; Er ) is de ned on (good)
verti es V su h that there is a (dire ted) edge between two verti es if one sent
any message to the other during round r. We denote by NG (I ) the neighborhood
of I (singleton or set) in G. We denote by k p; q kG the shortest distan e between
p and q in G. In the analysis below, we use verti es and repli as inter hangeably.
Our proof will make use of gossip- ir les that gradually evolve around a tive
repli as. Intuitively, the gossip- ir le C (p; d; r) of a good a tive repli a is the set
of good repli a that heard the update from p over good paths ( omprising good
repli as) of length up to d in r rounds. Formally:

De nition 2. Let p be some good repli a whi h is a tive for the update u. Let
= (V; Ej )gj =1::r be the set of ommuni ation graphs of r rounds of the
exe ution of verti es in V . Re all that NG (I ) denotes the set of all neighbors in
a graph G of nodes in I . We then de ne gossip ir les of p in r rounds indu tively
as follows:

fGj

CV (p; 0; r) = fpg
81  d  r :
CV (p; d; r) = CV (p; d 1; r) [
fq 2 NGd (CV (p; d 1; r)) :k p; q kCV (p;d 1;r) minfd 1; log nb 1gg
When V is the set of good repli as, we omit it for simpli ity. Note that the gossip ir le C (p; d; r) is onstrained by de nition to have radius  minfd; log nb g.
The idea behind our analysis is that any b initial a tive good repli as spread

paths that over disjoint low-diameter gossip- ir les of size 4nb . Hen e, it is sufient for any repli a to be dire tly targeted by some repli a from ea h one of
these sets in order to have b vertex-disjoint paths from initial repli as.
We rst show a lemma about the spreading of epidemi style propagation
with bounded path length. Without bounding paths, the analysis redu es to
epidemi -style propagation for benign environment, as shown in [DGH+87℄.

Lemma 4. Let p 2 Iu be a good repli a, and let d  log nb . Assume there are no
orrupt repli as. Then within an expe ted r > d rounds, jC (p; d; r)j  minf( 23 )d +
(r d)( 32 )d 4 ; n2 g.
Proof. The proof looks at an exe ution of r rounds of propagation in two parts.

The rst part onsists of d rounds. In this part, the set of repli as that re eived
a opy of u (equivalently, re eived a opy of u over paths of length  d), grows
exponentially. That is, in d rounds, the update propagates to ( 32 )d repli as. The
se ond part onsists of the remaining r d rounds. This part makes use of the
fa t that at the end of the rst part, an expe ted ( 23 )d 4 repli as re eive a opy of
u over paths of length < d. Hen e, in the se ond part, a total of (r d)  ( 23 )d 4
repli as re eive u.
Formally, let mj denote the number of repli as that re eived u from p over
paths of length  d by round j , i.e., mj = jC (p; d; j )j.
Let j  d. So long as the number of repli as rea hed by paths of length  d
does not already ex eed n2 , then in round j + 1 ea h repli a in C (p; d; j ) targets
a new repli a with probability  12 . Therefore, the expe ted number of messages
sent until m2j new repli as are targeted is at most mj . Furthermore, sin e at least
mj messages are sent in round j , this o urs within an expe ted one round. We
therefore have that the expe ted time until ( 23 )d repli as re eive u over paths of
length  d is at most d.
From round d + 1 on, we note that at least half of md re eived u over paths
of length stri tly less than d. Therefore, in ea h round j > d, there are at least
1
 ( 23 )d repli as forwarding u over paths of length < d. So long as mj  n2 ,
2
then in round j ea h of these repli as targets a new repli a with probability  21 .
Therefore, the expe ted number of messages sent until ( 23 )d 4 < 21  12  ( 23 )d

new repli as are targeted is at most 21  ( 23 )d , whi h o urs in an expe ted one
round.
Putting the above together, we have that within an expe ted r rounds, ( 23 )d +
(r d)  ( 32 )d 4 repli as are in C (p; d; r).
Sin e the hoi e of ommuni ation edges in the ommuni ation graph is made
at random, we get as an immediate orollary:

Corollary 1. Let V 0  V be a set of verti es, ontaining all orrupt ones,
hosen independently from the hoi es of the algorithm, su h that jV 0 j  n3 . Let
p 2 Iu be a good repli a, and let d  log nb . Then within an expe ted 3r > d
rounds, jC(V nV 0 ) (p; d; 3r)j  minf( 23 )d + (r d)( 32 )d 4 ; n2 g.
We now use orollary 1 to build b disjoint gossip ir les of initial repli as, and
wish to pro eed with the analysis of the number of rounds it takes for repli as
to be targeted by these disjoint sets. As edges in the ommuni ation graph are
built at random, a tempting approa h would be to treat this as a simple oupon
olle tor problem on the b gossip- ir les where ea h repli a wishes to \ olle t a
member" of ea h of these sets by being targeted with an edge from it. With this
simplisti analysis, it would take ea h repli a O(b log b) rounds to olle t all the
oupons, and an additional logarithmi fa tor in n for all repli as to omplete.
The resulting analysis would provide an upper bound of O(b(log b)(log n)) on
the delay. Although this is suÆ ient for small b, for large b we wish to further
tighten the analysis on the number of rounds needed for di usion.
The approa h we take is to gradually adapt the size of the disjoint gossipir les as the pro ess evolves, and to show that the expe ted amount of time until
all sets are onne ted to a repli a remains onstant. More pre isely, we show that
in an expe ted O(b) rounds, a repli a has edges to half of b gossip- ir les of size
n . We then look at the ommuni ation graph with all of the verti es in the
4b
paths of the previous step(s) removed. We show that in time O(b=2), a repli a
has edges to gossip- ir les of size 24nb of half of the 2b remaining initial repli as.
And so on. In general, we have an indu tive analysis for k = 0:: log b. For ea h
k, we denote bk = 2bk . For step k of the analysis, we show that in time O(bk ), a
repli a has disjoint paths of length  log bnbk to b2k of the initial repli as. Hen e,
in total time O(b), a repli a onne ts to b initial repli as over disjoint paths, all
of length  log nb (and hen e, not ex eeding the algorithm's path limit).
Our use of Corollary 1 is as follows. Let bk = 2bk , and let V 0 denote a set
of verti es we wish to ex lude from the graph, where jV 0 j  n3 . Then we have
that within an expe ted 3r = 3(b + 2 log bnbk ) rounds, ea h initial good repli a
has a gossip ir le of diameter d = maxf1; 2 log bnbk g whose size is at least
(b + d d)( 32 )(d 4)  4nbk .
We now use this fa t to designate disjoint low-diameter gossip ir les around

b good repli as in Iu .

Lemma 5. Let I  Iu be a subset of initial good repli as of size bk . Let W 0 be a
n . Denote by d = maxf1; 2 log n g. Then within
subset of repli as with jW 0 j  12
bbk
an expe ted 3r = 3(b + d) rounds there exist disjoint subsets fCi gi2I ontaining
no verti es of W 0 , su h that ea h Ci  C(V nW 0 ) (i; d; 3r), and su h that ea h
jCi j = 4nbk .

Proof. The proof builds these sets for I indu tively. Suppose that C1 ; :::; Ci 1 ,
for 0 < i  bk , have been designated already, su h that for all 1 S
 j  i 1,
we have that Cj  C (j; d; 3r) and jCj j = 4nbk . Denote by C = j =1::i 1 Cj .
n + (i 1) n 
Then the total number of verti es in V 0 = C [ W 0 is at most 12
4bk
n + b n  n . From Corollary 1, we get that within an expe ted 3r rounds,
k 4bk
12
3
and without using any vertex in V 0 , the gossip ir le CV nV 0 (i; d; 3r) ontains at






n

bbk
 4nbk . Hen e, we set Ci to
least b + 2 log bnbk 2 log bnbk 32
be a subset of C (i; d; 3r) of size 4nbk and the lemma follows.
2 log

4

We now analyze the delay until a vertex has dire t edges to these bk disjoint
sets.

Lemma 6. Let v 2 V be a good repli a. Let bk = 2bk as before and let fCi gi=1::bk
be disjoint sets, ea h of size 4nbk and diameter 2 log bnbk (as determined by
Lemma 5). Then within an expe ted 4bk rounds there are edges from b2k of the
sets to v.
Proof. The proof is simply a oupon olle tor analysis of olle ting b2k out of bk

oupons, where in epo h i, for 1  i  b2k , the probability of olle ting the i'th
new oupon in na round is pre isely the probability of v being targeted by a new
(bk i) 4b
k . The expe ted number of rounds until ompletion is therefore
set, i.e.,
n
P
4bk
i=1::(bk =2) bk i  4bk .
We are now ready to put these fa ts together to analyze the delay that a
single vertex in urs for having disjoint paths to b initial repli as.

n . Then within an
Lemma 7. Let v 2 V be a good repli a. Suppose that b < 60
n
expe ted 5(b + log b ) rounds there are b vertex disjoint paths of length  log nb
from Iu to v.

Proof. We prove by indu tion on bk = 2bk , for

k = 0::(log b 1). To begin the
indu tion, we set b0 = b. By Corollary 1, within an expe ted b +2 log bnb0 stages,
there are b0 = b disjoint sets (of radius 2 log bnb0 ) whose size is 4nb0 . By Lemma 6,
within 4b0 rounds, v has dire t edges to b20 of these sets. Hen e, it has disjoint
paths of length  2 log bnb0 + 1 to b20 initial repli as. These paths omprise at
most b20 (2 log bnb0 + 1) good verti es.
For step 0  k < (log b) of the analysis, we set bk = 2bk . The set of verti es
used in paths so far, together with all the orrupt verti es, total less than

b+

b

X k0

2
k0 <k



n + 1  b+ X b
2 log
k0
b  bk 0
k0 <k 2

log

0

2k n

b2

!

+1

 b+2b(1+log bn ) :
2

n , we get that the total number of verti es
By our assumption that b < 60
n
used until step k is less than 12 . Hen e, in ea h step 0  k < log b, we apply
Corollary 1 to form bk disjoint sets (of radius 2 log bnbk ) whose size is 4nbk ea h.
By Lemma 6, half of these sets have dire t edges to v within an expe ted 4bk
rounds.
In total, we showed that in expe ted max0k<log b f4bk +b+2 log bnbk g rounds,
v has disjoint paths (of length at most log nb ) to b initial repli as.

We now wish to bound the time when all of the nodes have b vertex disjoint
paths to Iu . A tempting approa h would be to use a Cherno bound, but the
analysis would then require an additional logarithmi fa tor in n. This fa tor
an be avoided by utilizing the fa t that after a O(log n + b) rounds there exist a
fra tion of the repli as who are a tive for the update. Finally, propagation from
a linear set is easily done.

Lemma 8. Let > 1 be a onstant. The expe ted time until (n
repli as be ome a tive is O(b + log n).

b)

1

1



Proof. By Lemma 7, the expe ted time for a repli a to be ome a tive is 5(b +

log nb ). Hen e, the probability that a repli a be omes a tive in  5(b + log nb )
 5(b + log nb ) rounds
rounds or more is less than 1 . Hen e, within an expe ted

1
the number of a tive repli as is at least (n b) 1
.

We now hoose a parti ular value for in the previous lemma. We note that
we hoose an arbitrary value without attempting to minimize the onstants.
For = 2, within an expe ted 10(b + log nb ) rounds there are 12 (n b) repli as
n from Lemma 7,
who are a tive for the update. By reusing the supposition b < 60
1
n
2
1
we get that 2 (n b) > 2 (n 60 ) > 5 n. This means that there are at least 52 n
good repli as who are a tive for the update.

Lemma 9. If at least 52 n good repli as are a tive for the update then within an
expe ted O(b + log n) rounds all of the repli as be ome a tive for the update.

Proof. Fix any repli a and let Yi be the number of updates from a tive repli as

that the repli a re eives in round i. Let
P Y be the number of updates that the
repli a rePeives in r rounds, i.e., Y = ri=1 Yi . By the linearity of expe tation,
E (Yr ) = ri=1 E (Yi )  52 r. Using a Cherno bound we have that Pr[Y  10r ℄ 
e 48 . Therefore if r = 48 log n + 2b we have that Pr[Y  10r ℄  n12 .

Theorem 3. The algorithm terminates in an expe ted O(log n + b) rounds.

Proof. By orollary 7, and lemma 8 it follows that within O(log n + b) rounds 0:8
of the repli as be ome a tive. From Lemma 9 within an additional O(log n + b)
rounds all of the repli as be ome a tive.

Therefore, our delay mat hes the lower bound of theorem 2.
We on lude the analysis with a log amortized F in analysis and a ommuni ation omplexity bound. The log n amortized F in of our algorithm as shown
in [MMR99℄ is 1.
In order to nish the analysis the ommuni ation omplexity (whi h also
bounds the required storage size) must be addressed. Ea h vertex v 2 V re eives
at most O(b + log nb ) sets of paths. Paths are of length at most log nb . Therefore,
n
the ommuni ation overhead per message an be bounded by O(b +log nb )log b =
( nb )O(log(b+log n)) .
This ommuni ation omplexity an be enfor ed by good repli as even in the
presen e of faulty repli as. A good repli a an simply verify that (a) the length
of all paths in any in oming message does not ex eed log nb , and that (b) the
out-degree of any vertex does not ex eed O(b + log nb ). Any violation of (a) or
(b) indi ates that the message was sent by a faulty repli a, and an be safely
dis arded.

6 Con lusions and future work
This paper presented a round-eÆ ient algorithm for disseminating updates in
a Byzantine environment. The proto ol presented propagates updates within
an expe ted O(b + lg n) rounds, whi h is shown to be optimal. Compared with
previous methods, the eÆ ien y here was gained at the ost of an in rease in
the size of messages sent in the proto ol. Our main dire tion for future work is
to redu e the ommuni ation omplexity, whi h was ursorily addressed in the
present work.
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